The competition graph of a ctigraph, introduced by Cohen in 1968, has been extensively studied. More recently, in 2000, Cho, Kim, and Nam defined t he m-step competition graph. In thi.s paper, we offer another generalization of the competition graph. We define the (1, 2)-step competition graph of a digraph D, denoted 
Introduction
Competition graphs, created in connection to a biological model, have a forty year history of study. For a comprehensive introduction to competition graphs, see Brigham and Dutton [3] or L undgren [10]-Recent generalizations of competition graph'> include .k.1m and ROberts [8] and Helleloid [7] . Closely related to the (1,2)-step competition grapb of this paper is t he m-step competition graph introduced by Cho An ( x, y )-walk is defined as a sequen ce of ares and vertí ces
The distance from x to y, denoted díst(x, y), is defined as the rninimum number of ares in an (x, y)-walk. It should be noted that in 1991, Hefner (Factor) et al. [6) defined tlie (i,j) competjtion graph. In that paper, i was the ma.xi.mum indegree and j was the maximum outdegree of vertices in the digraph. In 2008, Hedetnierni et al. [5) introduced (1, 2)-dornination. This was followed by Factor and Langley's introduction of the (1 , 2)-doroination graph [4] . Because of the si.mHaríties between our construction and those of (4] and [2] , we refer to tbe (1, 2)-step competition grap~ of a digraph. and y. In Section 1, we consider the (1, 2)-step competition graphs of strong tournaments. In Section 2, we extend these resuJts to aiJ tournaments. In Section 3, we consider the (i, k)-step competition graph, where i > 1 and k> 2.
. Stroogly connected touroameots
We begin with a lemma. Observe in Figure l (a.), N+( t ) = {2} and {1,2} is missing from 0 1 , 2 (T). In a strong tournament, tbls ~ the o(l}y way an edge can be missing in 0 1 , 2 (T ).
x and y must (1, 2)-compete. This is a contradiction, since
(=}) Conversely, assume that {x, y} rt E(Ct,2(T)). Since T is a tournament, x and y are adjacent. Without loss of generality, say y E N+(x) . We claim that N+(x) = {y}. Suppose oot. Let z be another vertex in 2(D) ).
N+(x). S.ince x and 11 do not compete for z, (z,y) E A(T). T is strongJy connected, so let w denote a vertex in N+(y). lf (w, z) E A(T) then (x. z), (y. w), and (w, z) E A(T) iroplies that {x, y} E E(C1.2(T)) ,
The tournament in Figure 1 (b) Figure l(a) is an upset tottrnament.
Another uaeful collection is the set of all regular tournament.'3. Tournament T , on n vertices, is regular provided all vertices in the tournament have the same out-degree. Thua all regular tournaments have ao odd nttmber of vertices. We say T is near regular provided the largest difference between the out-degrees of any two vertices is 1. All near regular tournaments have an even number of vertices.
Recall that P¡ is a path on í vertices. The graph G-E(H) is obtained from G by removing the edges from a subgraph of G that is isomorphic to H . For example, in Figure 1, the graph shown in (a) is 1<4 -E(P3).

Theorem 2. A grv,ph G on n ~ 5 vertices is the (1,2)-step competitüm graph of .~ome strong tournamenct tf and only ifG i,s Kn , Kn-E(P3) , or K"' -E(P2).
Proof. (..:=)So long as n ~ 5, if T is regular or near regular, t hen C 1 ,2(T) will be complete. Next, we show that if T is an upset tournan1ent, tben C 1 , 2 (T) = [{,.
-E(P3).
Let T be an U¡l8et n-tournament, n ~ 5, w.ith vertices v1, · v2 
(T)). Thus C1,2(T) is Kn-E(P3).
In particular, the edges missing in C1,2(T) are {v1,v2}
and { v2, Vi 3 } .
Fina.Uy, if T is obtained from the transitive totmtament by reversing ares (vn ,.,vl) and (v 1 .,v2) , then v1 is the ouly vertex with out-degree 1 a.nd T is strong, so C1 ,2(T) = Kn-E(P2).
(:::::>) To prove t be converse, let G on n ~ 5 vertíces be t;he (1,2)-step competition graph of sorne strong tournament T. For ea.cb x E V (T), d+(x) ~ l. Tf fo.r nll .x E V(T), d+(x) > 1, then by Lemma 1, we know that C 1 , 2 (T) is complete. Since n ~ 5 1 it is impossible for T to ha.ve more than two vertices with outrdegree 1 and be strongly connected. Thus, C 1 , 2 (T) is missing at most two edges. It remains to be shown tha.t these missing edges, if they exist, must share an endpoint.
Suppose not. Let {x, y} and {u, v} denote the edges missing from Cu(T) where x, y , 14, and vare distlnct.
Without 1oss of generality, say (x, y) and (11.,v) E A(T). Then by Lemma 1, N+(x) ={y} and N+(u) = {v}.
Thls is a contradiation since x and u must be adjacent. Thus,
• Thus, we know al} (1, 2)-step competition graphs of strongly connected toumaments on n vertiCE>.s. The cases n = 1, 3, 4 are easy to check. See Figure 1 for the {l, 2)-step competition graphs of all toumaments on 4 verti. ces; only (a) is st.rong. • 
Remaining Tournaments
T) must occur in Tk· Ií IV(Tk)l = l, tben C1,2(T) is Kn-t UKt. Since Tk is strong, IV(Tk) l :f 2. If IV(Tk)l = 3, then Ct,2(Tk) is either K1 U Kt UKt (so C 1 , 2 (T) is K,..-E(K 3 )) or K 3 -E(Pz) (in which case, C1,2(T) is Kn-E(Pz)). If IV(Tk)l = 4, then by
